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The information in this guide will assist you in 
identifying the original IDC®POWERHARNESS.

We would like to inform our customers that 
there are counterfeits and copies on the 
market, mainly made in the Far East, that are 
identical in shape or deceptively similar to 
JULIUS-K9® products, and in some cases also 
bear the brand name.

In the case of non-original products, our 
company does not accept any liability, so the 
warranty related to JULIUS-K9® products 
cannot be enforced for such products, and we 
also exclude liability for damages resulting from 
their use.
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RUBBER LABEL

The rubber labels next to the leash holding 
ring are featured in two different versions on 
the harnesses.

manufactured 
since 2021:

manufactured 
since 2021:

manufactured 
until 2021:

manufactured 
until 2021:
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HARNESS HANDLE
The handle of the original harness is made of a 
ribbed strap for small sizes (XS / Mini-Mini size to 
S / Mini size), while on larger sizes, the handle 
was given a flat surface and an extremely reliable 
design.

XS/MINI-MINI - S/MINI

M/0 - L/1 - XL/2 - 
2XL/3 - 3XL/4
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LINING

IDC®Powerharnesses are made with two types 
of OEKO-TEX® rated lining materials. The lining 
is sewn through the sponge-laminated version, 
while the thin cotton lining covers the seam.
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Sizes Baby1 (3XS) and Baby2 (2XS) will 
temporarily be manufactured with the three 
different linings below.

Sizes Mini-Mini (XS) and Mini (S) will be made 
with the two types of lining below.



HARNESS PATCH

The IDC®Powerharness is sold with 
JULIUS-K9® hook and loop fastened patches 
that bear the brand name. The harnesses 
may feature the following patches. Custom 
patches are also available in a wide variety, in 
solid white and also in luminous and reflective 
versions. Choose the original from the inventor!
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REFLECTIVE ELEMENTS

Many parts of the IDC®Powerharness have 
reflective properties.

Reflective seaming

Reflective stripe on the 
chest strap (size 3XS / 
Baby1 to size S / Mini)

Reflective strip on the 
chest strap (size M / 0 to 
size 3XL / 4)
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BUCKLE

Original harness buckle made by JULIUS-K9®.

The XS/Mini-mini 
size was made with a 
different buckle
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RINGS AND CHEST STRAP CONNECTORS

The complete transition to plastic, which has 
affected the leash rings, is expected to apply 
to the other harness models by the end of 
2022. The leash holding ring and metal chest 
strap connector on the IDC®Power harness 
and K9®Powerharness 3XS/Baby1, 2XS/
Baby2, XS/Mini-mini, S/Mini sizes are to be 
changed to plastic.
In the case of the IDC®Stealth and 
IDC®Powerharnesses with safety lock size 
M/0  the metal oval ring on the safety lock’s 
hook and loop component will also be changed 
to plastic.
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LAMP HOLDER

An elastic light mount has been placed on the 
saddle part  of the IDC®Powerharness (0/M, 
1/L, 2/XL, 3/2XL, 4/3XL) , on one side of the 
grip which was replaced by a mobile light 
mount. This means, that the sewn-on light 
mounts were removed from the harnesses. 
The new light mount is no longer included with 
the harness.
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SMALL SIZE PATCH

Every original JULIUS-K9® IDC®Powerharness 
has a label saying;  IDC by JULIUS-K9®



Please contact us
if you have any questions!

patent@julius-k9.hu
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